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Donald Trump has declared that he will be running for re-election in 2024. Trump

has been posting about re-running since President Biden got elected.  There are many

people disagreeing with Trump's decision, The New York Times is one of the best news sites

out there, and they disagree. I personally on the other hand don’t disagree with Trump

going up for re-election.

The New York Times has a different perspective on Trump wanting to get re-elected.

“His new campaign has begun with the same ugliness, lies, and chaos as the last, but it poses

even greater dangers to American democracy,” says The New York Times in their latest

article about how much they disagree with Trump going up again for elections. They also

believe that Trump is unfit for the Presidential position, they don’t believe we should have

much trust in Trump. “If he is elected, a second Trump term would lack whatever guardrails

were in place during the first. Over the course of those four years, Mr. Trump grew bolder in

his defiance of the other branches of government, disregard for the law, and flagrant abuses

of presidential power.” I hope that The New York Times has their words correct.

I personally agree that Trump should go for re-election, Trump may have made some

awful decisions, but I believe that everybody deserves a second chance. I do agree that he

has made some terrible decisions, but how can somebody prove their worth without getting

a chance to show it?  I hope Trump can handle the many haters he has brought upon himself

because they are going to have many opinions.

Many people have opinions in presidential elections, but we are all together during

this. So we should deal with this together, instead of turning against each other even though

we have our differences.


